COMPARISON CHART: APA TO CSE
TITLE PAGE:
APA
CSE
Title (approximately 4 lines down from top of page,
In separate lines center the title, the author’s name
centered, and bolded; add an extra double space
(no titles or degrees), the course number, and the
between Title line and Author line). List the author’s date
name (no titles or degrees), affiliation (department
name and university name, separated by a comma),
the course code and name, the instructor’s name and
the due date (written in month, day, year format) on
separate lines.
APA lists the institution, but CSE does not

HEADER:
No running head is required, unless your professor
requests it. Page numbers should be placed in the
upper right corner, with the cover page as page
number 1.

The title page is counted as page one, but omit a
header and page number on the title page. After the
cover page add a header in the upper right-hand
corner, one-half inch from the top and flush with the
right margin. Include an abbreviated title and the
page number, numbering all pages consecutively
APA lists the first page, but CSE does not

SECTIONS HEADINGS :
Section headings receive level one format (centered, Section headings are centered and use a recognizable
boldface, uppercase and lowercase). Subsections
organizational structure, such as Introduction,
receive level two format (same as level one except
Methods, Results and Discussion
left-aligned). Level three headings are flush left, bold
italics, title case. Level four headings are indented,
bold, title case, ending with a period and the text
begins on same line as heading and continues as a
regular paragraph. Level five heading are indented,
bold Italics, title case ending with a period and the
texts begins on the same line and continues as a
regular paragraph.
APA uses a specific system for the use of headings, but CSE does not
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IN-TEXT CITATIONS:
APA
The author’s last name, or an abbreviated source
title, and the year of publication, separated by a
comma and enclosed in parentheses. For direct
quotations provide the author’s name, the date of
publication, and a page number, separated by
commas. Use “p.” or “pp.” to indicate the page or
pages where a direct quotations is located. Place
parenthetical citations with the year of publication
immediately after authors’ names

CSE
Name-year: the author’s last name, or an
abbreviated source title, with a publication year,
enclosed in parentheses. No punctuation is necessary
within the parentheses. In the reference list, sources
should be listed alphabetically by authors’ last names
Citation-sequence: superscripted sequential numbers
in order of appearance. All subsequent references to
a source will be marked with the same number. In
the reference list, sources should be listed by order
of appearance in the text and numbered sequentially
Citation-name: superscripted sequential numbers
matching the numbering of the reference list. In the
reference list, sources should be listed alphabetically
by author and numbered sequentially
APA uses one citation system, but CSE uses three

TENSE:
Use the past tense (-ed) or present perfect (“have” or Present tense may be used in introductions to
“has”) to introduce quotations and sources. Use
acknowledge currently accepted beliefs, and future
present tense only to discuss applications or effects
tense may be used in conclusions to suggest plans for
of a writer’s own results
further inquiry
APA primarily uses past tense with some present, but CSE primarily uses present tense with some future

AUTHORS’ NAMES:
Invert authors’ names (last name first; followed by
initials) and list the date of publication in
parentheses, followed by a period. For two to twenty
authors, use an ampersand (&) before the last
author’s name. For twenty-one or more authors, give
the first nineteen, an ellipses, and the last

Invert authors’ names (last name first; followed by
initials). Do not use a comma between the last name
and the initials or periods or spaces after the initials.
List up to ten authors for a source, separating each
from another with a comma. For sources with eleven
or more authors list the first ten followed by a
comma and the phrase “et al.”
APA uses punctuation between last names and initials, but CSE does not

TITLES AND CONTAINERS :
For books, chapters, articles or essays, capitalize only
the first letter of the title, subtitle and all proper
nouns. Italicize books and other large works. Use
standard Title Case capitalization and italics for
periodicals. Italicize the volume and put the issue
number in parentheses

Capitalize the first word of the title of books and
articles and any proper nouns in the title of subtitle.
Abbreviate journal titles longer than one word. Omit
the words “the” and “or” and any apostrophe marks.
Capitalize ever word or abbreviation in a journal title

Adapted from American Psychological Association. (2020). Publication manual of the American Psychological
Association (7th ed.). doi.org/10.1037/0000165-000 and Council of Sciences Editors. Scientific style and format:
the CSE manual for authors, editors, and publishers. 8th ed. Wheat Ridge (CO): Author; 2014.

